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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we apply some concepts from optimal control theory to 
derive some new optimal oscillation theorems for second-order ordinary 
differential equations and systems. During this process, we introduce the 
classification of points into types (elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic) and discuss 
its significance. In the following paper, we will apply similar methods to 
sharpen some of our own earlier results on positive cyclic systems. 
Let S! be an n-dimensional phase space and @ a compact Z-dimensional 
control space, both being differentiable manifolds. Further, let each u E % 
determine a Lipschitzian vector Jield X,(x) = X(x, u) on 92, where X(x, u) 
is a differentiable function of all variables. Finally, let @ be the resulting 
family of vector fields X,(x). 
Then, for variable piecewise continuous u(t) and r > 0, the family @ of 
vector fields determines a family of “differential systems” 
x’(t) = X(x, u(t)) = X(x, t), O<t<T. 
We shall call a family of differential systems constructed in this way an 
autonomous family. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 9 = 92 be a compact convex subset of the &dimensional 
space of n x n matrices C = // ci,i [I , let 9 = Iin, and let Xi(x, C) = 
& ci,ixj , SO that X(X, C) = CX. 
The positive cyclic systems to be studied in the next paper come from 
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Example 1 if we let V consist of the matrices C satisfying the following 
conditions of cyclicity and uniform positivity: 
ci*j = 0 unless j=i+l 
m < ci.t+l < Nm forsomem>O, N> 1, 
all subscripts taken modulo n. 
Autonomous families of differential systems have been discussed, in 
varying terminologies, in a number of papers on control theory [l, 7, IO, 111, 
contingent equations [S, 9, 171, generalized dynamical systems, differential 
equations without uniqueness, and semigroups of multivalued transforma- 
tions ([2], [15]). 
Set of attainability. For a given autonomous family @, the point d E 9 
is said to be attainable in time T from the point c E 9 when there exists a 
(piecewise continuous) u(t) with t  E [0, r] such that Z’“(c, T) = d. For 
fixed @, the set of all points d E .?3 attainable in time T from c is called the 
set of attainability in time 7 from c and denoted by K(c, 7) or &,(c, T). 
Evidently, 
WC, 4 = u Vdc, 4. (2) 
" 
The set of attainability from c is then just the set-union 
For a given autonomous family @ of vector fields X(x, u), let Y”(x) = 
V@(x) denote the (necessarily compact) c0nzle.l: closure of the set of vectors 
X(x, u) with given x, as u ranges over 4Y. It is known [lo, Corollary 20.21 
that the closure of the set of attainability in time 7 from a given point c E &? 
is unchanged if @ is replaced by the (infinite-dimensional) set Y of all locally 
Lipschitzian vector fields X(x) with X(x) E V@(x) for all x. 
Another relevant concept is the minimum time T&C, d) required to get from 
c to d (compatibly with a). This time is defined (cf. [8, p. 2571 or [ll, p. 1281) 
as 
T@(c, d) = g.l.b+ 1 d E K,(c, T)}; (4) 
it is finite if and only if d E r,(c). 
Closely related to this minimum time is the escape time required to escape 
from S! altogether. We shall assume that this is inJinite, which it would not 
not be for X(x, u) = ~(1 + x2) f or example, and shall restrict our examples 
accordingly. Under these circumstances, for fixed T >, 0 and u(t), and 
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variable c E 92, the differential equation (1) integrated over [0, T] yields a 
homeomorphism of 92: 
T,: c w x(7, c) = T,(c). (5) 
For variable 7 3 0 and u(t), these homeomorphisms clearly constitute a 
monoid, which is a group if, for any u E %, -X(x, u) = X(x, u’) for some 
u’ E @-i.e., if the family @ is “symmetric” (or “reversible”). 
2. TYPES OF POINTS 
We recall next some essential qualititive distinctions between the various 
kinds of V(x) which can arise. Zermelo [ 181 recognized them, but the follow- 
ing terminology (which we think suggestive) is new. 
EZZiptic type. A point x for which the null vector 0 is in the interior of V(x) 
will be called of elliptic type, or elliptic. 
The family @ will be said to be elliptic (in a region S) when all points (of 5’) 
are elliptic for @. 
Hyperbolic type. A point x for which 0 E Ext V(x) will be called of 
hyperbolic type, or hyperbolic. 
Parabolic type. A point x for which 0 E a+-(x) will be called of parabolic 
type, or parabolic. 
Dejicient points and regular families. When T(x) has fewer than n dimen- 
sions, where n = dim 92 as in Section 1, we will call x deficient. When, for 
all x, V(x) is strictly convex and hence has the dimensionality of W, we will 
say that the family 0 is regular; in this event @ is nowhere deficient. 
I f  @ is symmetric and everywhere deficient, all points are parabolic. In 
many nowhere deficient cases of mixed type, the points of parabolic type 
form a lower-dimensional interface separating the region where @ is elliptic 
from the region where @ is hyperbolic. 
Centered famiZies. When X E V(x) implies -X E Y(x), we will say that 
Y’(x) is centered. Since V(x) is convex, any nondeficient point x for which 
Y’(x) is centered is elliptic. Conversely, any elliptic point is nondeficient. 
I f  @ is symmetric, then clearly Y(x) is centered for all x; moreover if I’(x) 
is centered and nondeficient, then the set r(x) has a nonempty interior. 
Sussmann and Jurdjevic have recently proved much sharper results for 
quite general autonomous systems. In [14], they introduce the smallest 
Lie algebra L(Q) containing the vector fields X(x, u). Based on the work of 
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Chow and Lobry, they show that if dim L(Q) (x) = dim W, then the set r(x) 
has a nonempty interior and conversely (cf. [12]). If symmetry is imposed, 
then they conclude even more strongly that r(x) = W (“complete control- 
lability”). 
Invariance of type. It is fairly obvious that the type of a point for the 
family @ = {X(x, u)} is invariant under any diffeomorphism of manifolds. 
It is also obvious that our requirement that the escape time to any boundary 
should be infinite is invariant under arbitrary diffeomorphisms. 
Zermelo’sproblem. Our classification of points arises naturally in Zermelo’s 
problem [3, p. 3701, which concerns the optimal control of a “ship 
traveling through a region of strong currents” [l, p. 771 or “an aircraft 
traveling through a region of strong winds” [I, p. 961. Points are elliptic, 
parabolic, or hyperbolic according as the ship (or aircraft) speed exceeds, 
equals, or is less than the current (or wind) speed. See also [3, Sects. 276- 
287, esp. p. 242, and Sect. 4581. 
EXAMPLE 2. In the simplest case, consider a ship traveling with constant 
speed c relative to water, flowing with a constant current speed b parallel 
to the x axis. Then the equations of motion are 
where (u, V) is the ship’s velocity relative to the water. Then 
$,- = {(X, Y) 1 (X - b)2 + Y’ < c’}. 
In the hyperbolic case generally, in contrast to the elliptic case, we may 
consider slowest as well as fastest paths. For the slowest path say (if it exists), 
dtjds is given by the nearer intersection of a$* with the ray in the direction 
of travel. The Euler-Lagrange equation follows as usual, as a necessary 
condition. 
In this example, with y’ = j/k, we have 
(a - by + (y’3)2 = c2 
on W in the direction with slope y’. In the hyperbolic case b > c, this gives 
us two real roots & . Then the extreme times are t+ = s dx/Ji* . Since V is 
constant, the integrand is independent of x and y but depends only on y’, 
so the Euler-Lagrange equation shows that the geodesics are straight lines. 
An integration then gives the extreme times in going from (x0 , y,,) to (x.‘, y) as 
t* = (b(x - x0) & [c’(x - ,)Z - (b2 - c”) (y - yJy)(b2 - 3). 
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3. AN OPTIMAL INEQUALITY 
We next treat some less trivial elliptic families of differential systems, 
using standard techniques from optimal control theory to obtain optimal 
inequalities. These techniques are applicable quite generally because, for such 
systems, the quickest paths are the geodesics of an associated Fin&r space 
with “distance” differential d7 of (4) (see [S, p. 256; 13, pp. 4-51). When the 
relevant functions are three times differentiable and V is uniformly strictly 
convex (hence regular), these geodesics can usually (though not in Example 3 
below) be found from the Euler-Lagrange equations, existence following 
from [5, Theorem 11. This permits shortest times to be found by integrating 
along geodesics, at least locally. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the family of linear systems 
dx/dt = p(t) y, dy/dt = q(t) x, p2+q2<11. (6) 
We ask: what is the smallest interval between a zero of x and a zero of y for 
nontrivial solutions x(t) = (x(t), y(t)) of (6) ? 
In this example, the “infinitesimal sphere” V’(X) is an ellipse centered at 
the origin, with semi-axes of lengths 1 y 1 and 1 x [ , when xy # 0. Thus each 
such point is of elliptic type, and “r’(x) is strictly convex and symmetric 
(centered). Points on the coordinate axes are deficient with Y(x) collapsing 
to a line segment. This example has the eightfold symmetry of the square; 
its distance is Riemannian. We now prove 
THEOREM 1. The smallest distance between a zero of x and a zero of y  for a 
nontriviuZ solution of (6) is I’2($)/4&2 = 1.85407.... 
Proof. The time required to go from x,, to x is at least 
( j-’ (l/y” + ),‘2,/,2)1/* d&v 1 . 
*II 
In terms of the modified polar coordinates v and 8 defined by N = ew cos 8, 
y = ew sin 0, the integral becomes JF(X, $) dh, where A = tan 0 = y/x, 
9 = dv/dh and 
1 
F(h, @) = X(X2 + 1) [(X-l + 1) (X2 + I)2 $3" + 2X(X4 - 1) 9 + 2A2]1/2. (7) 
The bracketed quadratic expression in $J is a minimum when 
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Substituting this into (7) and integrating from h = 0 to co gives us 
J’ a dA/[P + I]‘;” = P(3/47@ 0 
[16, p. 2541 as the minimum time to traverse the positive quadrant, proving 
Theorem 1. 
It is easy to show that the geodesics giving this minimum time satisfy the 
equation 
x4 + y4 = const. 
By linearity, we may take const. = 1. Then this geodesic, like the corre- 
sponding coefficients in (6), can be expressed parametrically in terms of the 
Jacobi elliptic function cn(2t) = cn(2t, l/d\/2): 
x2 = q = [i(l - [l - c?z”(2t)]‘l’)]‘l” 
y2 = -p = [$(l + [l - cn4(2t)]9]'l" 
wheny>,x>O. 
4. NECESSITY OF REGULARITY 
We now exhibit an example showing that standard variational techniques 
are not generally applicable to elliptic autonomous families which are not 
regular. 
EXAMPLE 4. For given positive differentiable functions M(x, y) and 
iV(x, y), consider the family CD of vector fields (X(x, y), Y(x, y)) with .%‘“(x, y) 
given by 
M(X,Y) I -q%Y)l + N(%Y) I w, Y)l G 1. 
This is a rhombus, and since rhombi are not strictly convex, the family @ 
is not regular. To find the shortest path, note that along any trajectory 
of pi = X(x, y), j = Y(,, y), we have 
dt > M(x, Y> I dx I + W, y) I dy I 
Along any geodesic in the Finsler space with rhombus-shaped %.“(x), we 
must therefore have 
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For solution paths directed in the first quadrant (i.e., with d.v >, 0 and 
dy 2: 0), the Euler-L agrange equation simplifies to the equation 
m/ax - aMlay = 0, (9) 
which is not a differential equation but an ordinary equation of the form 
F(x,~) : 0. (Thus standard variational techniques are not applicable in 
this case, as asserted.) Similar observations hold in the other quadrants. 
The shortest paths are therefore given locally by segments x = const., 
y  = const., representing the extreme points of Y’(x), and the exceptional 
oblique geodesics along which (9) holds identically. 
From Green’s Theorem: 
j iv dx + N dy = j j (aNlax - ahflay) dx dy, 
the global situation, for solution paths directed in the first quadrant, is the 
following. In regions where p = aN/& - aM/;iy has constant sign, one 
has geodesics of the form 
f+- 
forp > Oor 
t 
for p < 0. If  the sign changes 
in the region, one has geodesics of the g;rn illustrated in Fig. I, again 
depending on whether p is positive above or below the oblique geodesic. 
(See A. E. Bryson, Jr. and S. E. Ross, “Optimum rocket trajectories with 
aerodynamic drag,” Jet Propulsion, July, 1958, pp. 465-469.) In the special 
case that p = 0, the oblique geodesics are no longer exceptional: all paths 
whose directions stay in the positive quadrant are geodesics. 
FIGURE 1 
Similar behavior occurs if the solution paths are directed in any of the 
other quadrants. 
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5. MORE OPTIMAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we shall derive optimal oscillation theorems for the second- 
order two-endpoint problem 
x0 + p(t) x = 0, x(0) = x(u) = 0, (10) 
with x(t) $ 0. We wish to minimize c 1 p(t)l” dt for k = 2 and 1; without 
loss in generality, we can assume that x(t) > 0 in (0, u). 
By homogeneity, the preceding problem amounts to finding the greatest 
constant K such that 
s 
oa 1 p(t)lk dt 3 K/Sk-l; (11) 
it is easiest to find the “optimal control” function p(t) = -x”/x actually 
minimizing (11). 
To solve this problem for K = 2, we set u = -x’/x. This replaces the 
integral in (11) by 
s 
oa (u’ - u*)~ dt, (12) 
whose Euler-Lagrange equation is 
d = 2u3. (13) 
Note that if u = p)(t) is any nontrivial solution of (13), then the general 
solution must be &p(c(t - to)) w h ere c and to are arbitrary constants, that 
the boundary conditions of (10) are equivalent to u(O) = --co, U(u) = fco, 
and that by symmetry u(a/2) = 0. Integrating (13) for the initial conditions 
u(a/2) = 0, u’(a/2) = 01 > 0, one obtains easily from the “energy integral” 
UQ -- u1 = 01~ for (13), the relation 
t - a/2 = 1” dv/[v4 + a211/*. 
JO 
This yields [16, p. 4541 
u=- a!qt - a/2) 
2.4yt - a/2) - a21’2 
where .Y(t - u/2) = 9(t - a/2; 01*, 0) is the Weierstrass elliptic Y-function. 
Substituting into (12), we get the maximum Kin (11); it is r8($)/(2-l . 37~~) = 
63.024.... 
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Liupunov’s inequality. Similar but more sophisticated techniques can also 
be applied to (11) when k = 1. They yield a famous inequality of Liapunov: 
ia I p(t)l dt > 4/a. 
‘0 
(15) 
The constant 4 is optimal [6, p. 3461. 
To derive these by techniques of control theory, first observe that the 
problem is to minimize 
Then extend the control space to include all Schwartz distributions p(t) for 
which 6 1 p(t)/ dt is finite. In this space, the lower bound in (15) is evidently 
attained by the choice 
p(t) = (4/a) vt - a/2), 
corresponding to the functions 
(17) 
x(t) = I:;, _ t) On 
on 
‘p)2”!3’ 
u ,a. (18) 
It is evident that this choice minimizes s dr because (18) makes the total 
change (variation) 2c in x’ occur when the factor l/l x 1 in (16) is a minimum, 
and has the requisite symmetry; it gives equality in (15). 
Alternatively, one can prove that 4 is the optimal constant in (15) by 
supposing that (15) is violated, and adapting the proof in [4, p. 621 of Borg’s 
theorem on the stability of the u-periodic Hill’s equation. 
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